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If you have anything for the Trasher, please email to kcc.trasher@gmail.com, or post to KCC Trasher, 34 Elder Way, Oxford
OX4 7GB. All contributions greatly appreciated!
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Don’t forget the numerous online resources to keep in touch
with KCC:
Web Site www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk
Diary
www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=kcc.
secretary@gmail.com
Twitter
KingfisherCC
Facebook facebook.com/group.php?gid=2351138693
Simon Knox, kcc.secretary@gmail.com

TRASHER NEWS
As promised in the last Trasher, this is the first of a ‘new breed’
of Trashers. From this one, Trashers will be coming out quarterly (four per year), with mini-Trashers to fill in the gaps and
keep everyone up to date.
We hope to make the quarterly Trashers ‘bumper editions’, so
articles, as always, are appreciated.
Guy

SCOTLAND
Provisional dates for Fred’s Scotland trip are 22-29 October.
Contact Fred if interested (F.Wondre1@physics.ox.ac.uk)

CHAIRMAN’S UPDATE
Hurrah! The evenings are light again and we can paddle after
work. It is great to see so many folk out paddling on Wednesday evenings. We had three groups last week, one in the weir,
one in wavehoppers and one paddling the ditch, including
an open canoe and some playboat coaching. So lots going
on and no excuse for anyone not to come along. Plus the Fox
pub serves food until 9.30 (now a £5.95 menu, not 2 for 1).
There is however a lot more other people using the site especially army rowing boats. This means that the parking has
been moved around so we have to park carefully so as not to
block any rowing boat usage. You may not all realise that we
sub-let the site from the Army (who lease it from the Vale) so
we need to be aware of everyone’s needs and just be polite
and considerate (even if everyone else is not always so).
Loads has been happening: In March we had a really fun trip
to the Tryweryn (apart for Simons turbo blowing up) with
groups paddling both the lower and upper sections. Several
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folk also attended white water safety and rescue and/or advanced WWSR which were excellent courses. I particularly
enjoyed the incident management sessions on the Aberglasyn gorge, followed by a drive back over Snowdonia with
an enormous rainbow in the sun. Six club members also took
their foundation safety and rescue course - so lots of good
safety stuff happening. This training was all put to good use
during the two trips over Easter. With some rope work required to extract a pinned boat in France, which resulted in
Simon et al being offered beer and the wife of the German
paddler who’s boat they rescued! A lot of miles were driven
over the Easter –Royal wedding week, with several countries
being visited in the search for rain. My car travelled 2,530
miles…Nearer home we are planning a pub paddle on Sunday 5th June (time and place to be confirmed) for anyone
interested as long as you can paddle in a straightish line (before beer that is). Plus any other trip you are interested in organising or suggesting. The KCC Facebook group is proving
useful for last minute informal paddling, so if you want to see
who might be popping where for a quick blast – join in.
The beginner’s courses are now well underway, so welcome
to all our new club members. Also a big thank you to everyone who is instructing or helping on these courses (some
folk have been seen out 5 days in a row). The proceeds from
these courses help provide club equipment so we can run
more courses and get even more people on the water. It is
good to see everyone sharing and passing on skills and having fun. There will be an improver’s course on Thursdays from
7th July to 11th August to move people on from 1 towards
2 star (let me know if you are interested). For those who are
ready for 2 star assessments this is now scheduled for 25 June
(let me know if you are interested).
There will be a BBQ on wed 22nd June after the 1 star assessments for anyone interested. There will be a charge for
anyone not involved in the beginner’s courses but everyone
is welcome as long as they let me know in advance. Please
do come as this is a great opportunity to meet the new folk.
There is also the Blastathon and bring your own BBQ in Sat
18th June. An event not to be missed by all and sundry, so
bring the kids as well. See you there----Louise

KCC DIARY
We’ve got so much going on I can’t cram it in this space! Diary on page 6. -Ed.

COVER PHOTO
Nick Smailes on the Egua. “To think he swam at the beginning of this river” © Simon Knox
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NEWZ FROM THE SURMANATOR
ABINGDON BLASTATHON
(includes the Chris Wheeler Trophy) SATURDAY
JUNE 15th (Weir Willing).

THE sporting event of the YEAR. Olympic Demonstration
Event
4pm @ hut to paddle up or 5pm @ Abingdon Weir for Blast
Off.
Compete in all the wild Blasting Moves. +Prize for this year`s
new move (alternative Bun Throwing Special?) If U don`t
wanna blast it, come n watch.
BYO BBQ. Possible campover!! BE THERE!!

KCC AUNT SALLY NIGHT.
THURSDAY JULY 7th. The Fox Steventon.

If you don`t know what Aunt Sally is, you couldn`ta bin born
in Oxfordshire!! BE THERE t chuck some sticks, n have a few
beers.

NOTE DATE CHANGE, NOW THURSDAY JULY 7TH.

It has also been brought to my attention that some of you
who ain`t local boys n gals may not know that AUNT Sally is
the local Oxfordshire pub game played in the pub garden involving throwing sticks @ the doll! (You wanna know more or
need Aunt Sally coaching by a qualified BCU/CE/UKCC Level
4 Aunt Sally Endorsement Coach just send me a cheque for
£250!!!!)
BE THERE!!!!!

PATHFINDERS TRIPS/ EVENTS
There are a number of events/trips being organised for Pathfinders Youth Canoe Club. If you are interested in possibly
helping out at any of these please contact me.

ADVANCE NOTICE
SUNDAY SEPT 11th OCKFEST

Wavehopper and Boatercross Race down the Ock. Pathfinders, Kingfisher and Riverside. Please let me know in advance
if you are interested in entering and/or helping out.

NOVEMBER 10-13th VISIT TO DART WITH OUR
FRENCH TWIN KAYAK CLUB ARGENTAN (NORMANDIE)

After a break of several years the twinning with our French
Kayak Club is being revived.
All very early stages at the moment. Provisional plan is that
they will arrive probably at Portsmouth and will go directly
to the Dart. Accommodation will probably be at the Dart
Centre although we may have to find them accommodation
elsewhere on Thursday night. Plan is that KCC members will
join on Thur, Fri or Sat as they can and paddle together.
We will have a meal together etc.
We have, in the past, been invited over there at a later stage.
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Possibilities are their local dam release river the Orne in Normandy, or an Easyjet flight to Geneva to paddle the Dranse
de Savoie which is also dam release.
For this to work it obviously needs your support and involves
a good deal of organisation. I am liaising with Stephane in
Argentan and myself and Ludo will be drawing up more detailed plans as the summer progresses.

STOLEN BOAT ALERT
From Dom Murphy, Banbury CC
If you’re a paddler, please post this and ask all your paddling
friends to pass it on. Seven boats were stolen from Banbury
Canoe Club on Wednesday evening: a green wavehopper,
a pink wavehopper, two white dancers, and three other gp
boats - one purple and two red. If you’re offered any such
boats for sale, or spot anything dodgy on e-bay, I’d be grateful if you could let me know. Thanks.

COME TRY IT
Saturday 10th September

A Joint bbq + Come and Try It session for KCC, PYCC, Abingdon Rowing Club, Abbey Sailing Club.
A chance to get together have aBBQ, socialize and tryeach
others sports. This replaces the Open day of previous years
and is an inter club rather than a public event. More details
later
PYCC Nene UK Youth Freestyle Series Nene Whitewater Centre Northampton May 22nd
Results just released
Tom Leonard (PYCC) 11th (in 18 and under) with 120 points
Chyavan Rees (PYCC) 11th (in 15 and under) with 110 points
Charlie Melson (PYCC) 21st(in Novice) with 45 points
This series caters from novice first timers to sponsored members of the GB Youth freestyle team. Inevitably then the top
places were taken by GB sponsored paddlers. Lenny, being
only just 16 was competing with those two years older. The
emphasis is on inclusion and fun with freestyle coaching elements thrown in.The PYCCers spent hours on the water, were
knackered @ the end of it (but not too knackered to stop at
Buddies American Diner on the way get back n grab some
chow!) There were a total of 68 entrants.
Next event is on the flume at Boulters Weir on the 9th July
As well as this we will be having Ock Wavehopper/Boatercross Race in September, date to be confirmed, Barbeques
and a Come and Try It session for parents.
Finally congratulations to ex PYCCer and KCCer Seth
Townley who ha recently been appointed as Assistant Editor
at Canoe KayakUK.
If you`re interested in helping out either on an occasional
or more regular basis let me know.
Dave Surman
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MORE SURMANATOR NEWZ
STOP PRESS · ABINGDON HYDRO
ALERT!!!
Two things have goaded me into action.
1 A quick look and brief conversation with the Abingdon
Hydro Project Stand at this year`s Dragon Boat Day
2 The article by Chris Hawkesworth BCU Facilities Manager
in Canoe Focus on Hydro Power Schemes
3 A conversation I had with Chris last week.
I urge all members to do two things at present
1 Read the article onpage 24 of the April 2011 issue of Canoe Focus
2 Google Abingdon Hydro Scheme and check out their
website and see what is planned.
We have known about this for some time and the general
feeling has been that it won`t happen due to lack of funds
etc in the present climate. HOWEVER from reading both the
article, talking to Chris and looking at the website I am now
convinced that we must not sit idly by on this one and the
time to voice concerns is now at an early stage before the
project gets too far down the road and gathers too much
momentum.

been applied for and if there is a facility for public comment.
It appears the meeting of Dec 2nd with the EA at Wallingford
regerred to on the website was last Dec not this, so things
could be in process!!
I have also spoken to planning registration at the Vale District Council. No planning application has been received as
yet. The council do not adverise each application publicly, it
is necessary to check the planning applications on a weekly
basis as the public only get THREE WEEKS from this date to
comment and or object. Bearing this in mind we need to be
VIGILANT!! We may well be ahead of things here but bearing
in mind the above it would be good if some of you regular
computery type people could monitor this on a weekly basis
we would be prepared for the very small window afforded in
which comment is possible.
www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk -How do I view-Planning Applications overview- weekly list of applications process
Offers of help to monitor this would be appreciated.
davidsurman@hotmail.com

These small scale projects are being proposed all overthe
country and whilst we should not seek to oppose green initiatives it is also a fact that recreational use is often not taken
into account, often because the relevant interest groups and
authorities are not even aware that it exists.
I must admit that at present I need more administrative issues like ahole in the head as they get in the way of actually
goiung canoeing but I am concerned that the effects of this
may be immediate than than we think. The website says the
“Environment Agency licence has started it`s journey” and
that a meeting with the Agency is planned for Dec 2nd. The
next stage it says will be to seek planning permission and
talk of beginnings of installation in Autumn 2012 are mentioned.
I have emailed the Hydro group and will attempt to draft
a letter which I hope will be positive towards sustainable energy but also make them aware of the longstanding community recreation use. The emphasis of the Hydro Scheme is
as a “community project”
I will also try to speak to Neil Taunt as he works for the EA
and may be able to give us some advice. I think we should
also include Chris Hawkesworth and his southern counterpart at Councils.the BCU Kevin East informed as well as JoPaterson Participation Manager at the Vale and South Oxon
District Councils.
On the advice of Neil Taunt I have the email of the correct
team dealing with the matterand have just sent an email to
the EA requesting to know whether an extraction licence has
TRASHER Q1 2011

the famous ankle… never knew he was
good at Meccano eh?
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SUMMER SEASON AT
PATHFINDERS OPENS
WITH A BANG!!
(Metaphorically)

Due to assorted Bank Holidays, Easters, Royal Weddings and
Bun Throwings, we started three weeks later than usual on
Monday nights. BUT we`ve made up with it with what`s going on.
Record numbers last summer season has meant that we
have started with a good base, although the overzamification of the education system has ensured that many of them
will be limited in attendance on Mondays until around the
middle of June when most exams are over.
It has been great to have Tom Wolstenholme and our very
own Annabelle along on Monday nights who have already
made abig contribution.
Tom came along and helped coach at our opening trip
to the Nene on the 8th May when we took a posse of old
timers n newcomers.
We opened up Mondays with our traditional first descent
of the Ock above Tesco Trolley Falls.
Exams caused the demise of our Symond`s Yat trip as four
of the six decided that they ought to do some work, which
I must admit gave me some chill out time The next day Joe
and Charlie came and helped myself and Ray on the PYCC/
KCC Stand at The Dragon Boat Day. We had a great stand
with displays and opportunities for the public to have a
go on the Ergo machine. We talked to lots of people who
showed interest. This is always a really enjoyable and valuable day, not just as a recruitment exercise but as away of
letting people know what we do. This is particularly useful
to keep the authorities on our side, in case of any possible
issues.
We`ve run sessions on Sutton and have just had a busy
weekend where I ran a BCU FSRT course on the Saturday.
This was successfully completed by Charlie, Tom Mathews,
Tom Marsh, Henry and Ed.
On the Sunday Chyavan, Lenny and Charlie enterd the UK
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Youth Freestyle Series Event at the Nene. Charlie entered
the novice fun event whilst Chyavan and Lenny entered
the big one with GB Youth Freestylers performing some
BIIIG moves and doing an impressive amount of downtime
during some ambitious moves in the big hole. I bet their
sinuses are gonna be drippin` all over the exam paper this
week!!
Lots more coming up. Monday night sessions are always
varied and popular. Both myself and Vicky are running Tuesday evening courses throughout May and June. At present
there is still space on the June one if you know any 11-18
year olds interested. There will also be a summer holiday
daytime course organised through the Vale District Council.
Vicky is also due to run some two star training sessions.
Other events coming up include The Blastathon on June
18th and I am also running a trip to the Tryweryn on the first
week in July.
During the first week of the summer holidays we are taking a group of eight Pathfinders to paddle the River Soca
in Slovenia (Joe, Chyavan, Charlie, George,Henry, Tom, Josh,
Isaac – Dave Surman, Seth Townley, Paul Moore, James
Crask). This is a repeat of the trip we did two years ago.
Harry Quigley won`t be coming with us this time as he
is off on Debs Pinniger`s Youth Expedition to the Zanskar
Gorge in India.
As well as this we will be having Ock Wavehopper/Boatercross Race in September, date to be confirmed, Barbeques
and a Come and Try It session for parents.
Finally congratulations to ex PYCCer and KCCer Seth
Townley who ha recently been appointed as Assistant Editor at Canoe KayakUK.
If you`re interested in helping out either on an occasional
or more regular basis let me know.
Dave Surman · 01865 373115 · 07990 800 895
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MINK IN THE DITCH!
Sunday 6 March. Thought I’d seen a couple of otters in the
Ditch today; but after a bit of research on the internet I ‘m
convinced it was a pair of mink. Nevertheless, still of excellent interest as far as I’m concerned. Sat face-to-face with
one, only two-and-a-half feet apart.
Exact location was a fallen tree with exposed roots on riverleft about 30 yards above where the river is almost blocked...
ie, possible to haul yourself through river-centre over a fallen
trunk: or a low limbo on river-right except when the water is
very high. (The first, and lowest, of a pair of such river-right
limbos a few tens of yards apart.) Hope that’s good enough
to identify the spot? I was solo, drifting down on the current
taking things easy... (not an unusual paddling situation by
any means for me), when I met what I thought was an otter swimming across in front of me. His head, back, and tail
were all exposed above water, and the large fat tail looked
rounded and more rat-like which made me think “otter”.
He got a shock seeing me so close, and disappeared up
the bank and into the roots as fast as he could. However, his
head then appeared between the roots higher up and we
glared at each other as he checked me out for what seemed
a long time. Hence certainly a mink as an otter would never
be so bold!
No more than a couple of paddle strokes further on, I saw
another (a bit smaller I think) running along the almost
horizontal trunk of the next fallen tree river-left about 2 foot
above the water. This decided me it was a mating pair, and
that the first I saw was the male. As I’d guess they were a couple of feet long plus the tail, that again suggests mink rather
than the much larger otter... pity.
Drift down quietly when approaching the spot, and you
may be lucky! I expect the anglers further down the Ditch
soon won’t be catching much: and I won’t be surprised to
see trap-cages appearing as soon as the presence of mink
is known.

KCC DIARY
June
14 Tue Beginners’ Course, Wilsham Rd.
16 Thu Beginners’ Course, Wilsham Rd.
18 Sat
Blastathon & BYO BBQ.
		
16:00 at hut or 17:00 at weir.
22 Wed 1 star assessment & beginners’ BBQ.
		
Everyone welcome.
25 Sat
2 star assessment, 10:00, Wilsham Rd.
26 Sun Trip to the Nene. Contact Louise.
July
2/3 Sat/Sun Trip to the Tryweryn. Contact Simon Knox.
6 Wed Monthly Meeting, Fox Inn, 20:30.
7 Thu Improvers Course, 18:00, Wilsham Rd.
7 Thu KCC Aunt Sally night, 19:00, Fox Inn.
9 Sat
Possible trip to Cardiff WW. Contact Simon Knox.
14 Thu Improvers Course, 18:00, Wilsham Rd.
21 Thu Improvers Course, 18:00, Wilsham Rd.
28 Thu Improvers Course, 18:00, Wilsham Rd.
August
3 Wed Monthly Meeting, Fox Inn, 20:30.
4 Thu Improvers Course, 18:00, Wilsham Rd.
September
7 Wed Monthly Meeting, Fox Inn, 20:30.
10 Sat
Interclub BBQ, with the rowing and sailing clubs.
		
12:30, Wilsham Rd. Contact Louise.
11 Sun Ockfest. Contact Dave Surman.
18 Sun Todd Morris Memorial Triathlon. 10:00, Wilsham
		
Rd. Contact Dave Hodgkinson.

Weekly

Every Wednesday
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 18:00
Every Sunday (check with Neil Murton/Louise Royle first)
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 09:30

Tom Wood
TRASHER Q1 2011
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DEVIZES TO
WESTMINSTER
CANOE RACE
2011

Jen, Simon and Songololo
take a little trip to London
The original plan was to do this race as a straightthrough with my good friend Bob Sutherland from Wokingham Canoe Club. We trained hard throughout the winter with several fun races along the Kennet and Avon canal
with friends from Falcon, Longridge and Reading canoe
clubs followed by the 4 Waterside races. Unfortunately Bob
decided to pull out of doing the big one a couple of days
before we did Waterside D so I resigned myself to a long
weekend of housework and chores ...
A casual conversation in the shop at Riverside with Roger
Hiley saw the young and easily led Simon Best in the Stern
seat ... so with about half an hour’s practice in my Jensen V2
Pro racing canoe for Simon and a week paddling an open
canoe from Witney to Westminster with Adventure Plus
two weeks before the race we entered the 4 day event in
the Endeavour class.

crowds of onlookers ...
Many thanks must go to the race organisers for the professional manner in which the whole event was run, the
wonderful people we met along the way and to our support crews who did an excellent job of looking after us
throughout the race. Without them it would never have
been possible! That’s Bonita Best and Charlie Dennis for
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, and my brother Michael and
Cousin Judith on the last day.
So next year is already in the diary for Jen as is a shorter
race in Holland in September ...
Many thanks to everyone for their encouragement and
good wishes throughout this tremendous Endeavour!

Day one was an early start, getting up at 4.00 am to be at
Devizes for checking in at 6 am ready to set off at 7.00 am.
Somewhat wobbly and unbalanced we managed to get to
Newbury some 34 miles and 7:51:34 later in 14th position.
Day was 2 miles further which we did in less time than day
one and managed to creep up into 12th position. Day 3
was even further but with increasing confidence and now
getting the hang of paddling this boat we got faster and
made our way up to 11th position which we managed to
maintain for the run into Westminster on Monday!
The very early starts, the heat of the sun and the lack of
flow on the canal and on the river made the going quite
tough as did a number of so-called “pleasure” boats which
created a wash that could not be described as fun in the
Jensen... not getting the angle absolutely right across the
waves put the “stability” of the boat and it’s occupants to
the test on a number of occasions and that boat doesn’t
turn quickly ...
125 miles and 4 days or 25 hours and 20 mins and 59 secs
later we reached Westminster Bridge in 11th position in
the Endeavour class to a tumultuous welcome from huge
TRASHER Q1 2011
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RIVER KNIVES
The river knife. An essential piece of paddling gear – indispensable
for those moments when everything else has gone wrong and you need to
get the hell out of Dodge. We’ve all heard the stories, some of us have been
there, of using one’s knife in anger to extract oneself from a particularly nasty
entanglement.
A quick Google search will show that there are as many opinions on knives
as there are brands of knife to choose from. However, amidst all the debate
about pointed versus blunt, serrated versus plain, folder versus sheath, a vital
point is often forgotten.
A point that takes into account the most common use for the river knife,
one that even those of us who have never used a knife ‘in anger’ will be able
to relate to, and arguably the most satisfying use of them all.

a head-tohead test by
your foreign
correspondant

Today, we attempt to rectify this and, for your perusal, offer a head-to-head
test on that most crucial of questions:

WHICH KNIFE IS BEST FOR MAKING LUNCH?
THE LOCATION
It is important that any test is conducted in the most
scientific of conditions, so we travelled to within 150 miles
of CERN in Geneva to soak up the aura of science. As the
diagram proves, the CHEESE is well within range of the
SCIENCE eminating from CERN.
A drizzly campsite in l’Argentière-la-Bessée was the
location, and the finest scientific minds in the immediate
area were called in to perform the experiment.
Our lab bench: the underside of a battered Pyranha Sub
7-0. Chosen due to the large number of pre-existing deep
scratches. Further ones caused by experimental cheesechopping would not make much difference to the boat’s
structural integrity.

CERN
SCIENCE

CHEESE
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THE CHEESE
A variety of cheeses were chosen. The test and
photographs concentrate on a hard cheese, that being the
one that the British paddler is mostly likely to encounter,
and perhaps a tougher test piece than the rather stinky
Camembert that had been ripening in the car for the last
couple of days.
The choice of cheese, incidentally, would be the
subject of another article, but the five kilos that we put
away between the eight of us over the course of a week
precluded further study.
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THE METHODOLOGY

PeakUK River Knife

All knives were lined up and used one by one to cut the cheese into bite-sized
lumps. The resulting lumps would have been preserved as evidence but sadly
were too tasty.

Best in test! Sailed through the
cheese comme un couteau dans le
beurre, resulting in well-fed kayakers and a safer river trip. The knife of
choice for true fromageophiles.

Strange French excuses for cream crackers were provided, as well as a 24 pack
of Kronenbourg to facilitate the flow of scientific thought.

Gerber ‘Bear Grylls’ Folding Knife
Impressive looks, and could doubtless be used by its namesake to slaughter an elephant, dismember it, and create a
shelter out of its sinew. Sadly for Mr Grylls, hard French cheese
poses more of a challenge. Performance: pas mal.

Lomo
Sadly, this bargain of the river knife world performed to its
price point. Barely better than the Spork, the fluorescent stylings of this knife allow all and sundry to see and notice a knife
whose cheese-cutting abilities would merit a Gallic shrug of
the shoulders and a hearty ‘bof’ from the locals. Possibly only
good for la vache qui rit or similar pseudo-cheeses.

Light My Fire Spork
A wildcard in proceedings, the Spork easily weighed in as the cheapest knife
on test at an RRP of approximately £2. Reknowned for its cereal-, soup-, and
pasta-carrying abilities, it punched above its weight when faced with the
cheese chopping challenge, beating some more traditional knives (such as
those made out of metal) with ease. The line-cutting abilities of this knife may,
however, leave something to be desired. Carry one for cheese purposes only.

The Hammer
Just how drunk were we anyway?

Random Silver And
Black Folding Knife
By the time this knife’s turn had come
round, your correspondent had evidently imbibed a toxic cocktail of
cheap beer, cheaper wine, and lots
of cheese. Meaning that the details
of this knife, make, and owner escape me at present. Suffice it to say,
it performed admirably at its task.

Gerber EZ Out River Knife
Easy opening and a sharp serrated edge make
this the knife for the kayaker who needs cheese,
and needs it now. Owned by the Scotsman of the
group, its rounded end makes it no use when out
on the town in Glasgow but perfect for when some
quick tranches of milk curds are required.

B&Q Folding Saw
Perfect for making short work of branches,
appalling for making short work of a round of
sandwiches. May be useful for slicing the baguette; beyond that, ensure you’ve brought
pre-sliced cheese. Or lettuce.

TRASHER Q1 2011
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‘Made In Taiwan’ Knife
A popular knife, owned by two of the assembled company. Sadly no branding beyond its
place of construction, so the credit for this one
may be misplaced, but a great knife for cheese
cutting. Also fared well on pâté and bisecting
baguettes.

Rick’s Sheath Knife
Worn with pride on his PFD, this knife looks the part but
just does not measure up to the rest of competition.

THE RESULTS
Below, in order of cheese-sliciness, from L to R:
PeakUK, Made In Taiwan, Gerber EZ Out, Random Silver and Black, Bear Grylls, Rick’s, Lomo, Spork, Saw, Hammer.

THE CONCLUSION
The eagle-eyed amongst you will notice that the top five
in test are all folding knives, so the verdict is clear – for
making lunch, nothing but a folder will do. A Sheath knife
worn on the BA may be easy to access but for lunching
possibilities, the folder’s the only way to go…
TRASHER Q1 2011
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WEEKEND AT
THE ‘BIG T’

by a Frenchman in Didcot
(somehow doesn’t rhyme as
much as Sting)

Decision to go to the week end at the Tryweryn, so nicely organised by Simon, were taken a month
earlier, during the South Wales trip. Guy suggested that it
would be a good learning curve just before mentioning
some painful injuries in the Graveyard…!!! Few Facebook
messages laters, there we all are, the 18 of us at the bunkhouse on the Friday night. After a late night for some and
an early one for others, we are all getting ready on Saturday morning.

A few of us never did this river, and is for as many one of
the first WW trip. Excitement is high.
Most of the group heads up towards the Ski Jump to
do the upper part, and the others, or let’s say the one that
cannot paddle on bigger stuff (exception made of the
nice people who will be guiding us down the river) head
down to the put in.
Soon we are joined by the other who seemed to have
had quite some fun… it has to be said the upper part, to
me (and I am sure other will recognise themselves) look
downright frightening, fun but frightening. All respect to
Beck who decided to run it.
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Now what’s waiting for us
downstream?

From the road one observable feature: rocks, tons and
tons of rocks everywhere!!!
And then after a bit of research prior to the trip we knew
that Bala Mill falls was there. Being French, in my mind the
term fall meant somehow something much much bigger,
and thank god it wasn’t – that was enough to have some
fun.
All ready to get on the river, let’s go, and start straight
in, no time to warm up on flatter water, its ferry gliding
across and in the flow. Feeling on being back in a boat and
on moving water is exhilarating especially when you stay
upright. As we head down some features start to become
tricky and rocks are a pain in my ****. Have to look at the
features of the river… and can’t even enjoy the landscape.
Though I say that for myself, I somehow doubt that this
was the problem for Simon or Lee, who needed more to
look after us…Annabelle and I were trying to stay in the
boat and away from the rocks, while somehow two
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specimens thought it a good idea to use the rocks
sticking out as a launch pad???!!! Is that brain damage?
Some little while later, we are joined by Vicky and Lisa
who arrived on Saturday morning and did not have any
problem catching up with us.
After a few swims (a gentleman never reveals the
number) Annabelle is starting to be very cold, very very
cold indeed, and will still be shivering many hours later.
But no problem, the end is near, and it is time to stop and
go and have a look at Bala Mill.
It seems that for many, this is the first Grade 4 (-) (and
I hear people shouting Grade 3 – come on leave us with
the illusion of the achievement…), and that will be so for
us.
After a quick walk and look at the river, and a sandwich
of Annabelle (just to warm her up) we are back in the boat
for the run. Decision taken, will do it – it’s now how in
writing you can look so determined that you will just go
for it – in practice a long battle between temptation of
doing it and worry that it’s gonna hurt. Annabelle and
Lisa will give it a miss, so will Duncan, until he man’s up
the next day.
The rapid ahead seems bigger and once reached the
pool in view of the drop, you start to wonder what you
are doing here.
Simon will lead me down, and it’s decided to make a
stop in the eddy right on top of the drop…big mistake
and too keen to get in the eddy I end up in (the water ;( ).
After a rescue, back in the boat and ready to go. Let’s go,
rock, one drop two drop and at the bottom the right way
up – yeahhh.
When the next group arrive, Beck also decided to run
it. Unfortunately she get push onto a rock which capsize
her and everybody watch gasping as Beck pass the falls
upside down. Doesn’t sound good, but she gets out and
looks ok and unheart.
Gerb manages to run it fine… excellent.

Between the few newbies, is
excitement, the day was good and everybody is talking
about the run and the rocks.
After drinks, bread and cheese – that sounds like I was
back home – a lot of cheese I should had for Simon, and
Killer Bunnies, it’s morning already and we find Chris in
the armchair in a tender and loving cuddle with a sheep
– the story will not tell if it was a real one. It is also time to
pack, get out and say goodbye to Simon’s car, going away
with a Welshman.
Back to the T, and Louise is having a nice time with Nikki
and Lee for a first ever paddle down the Upper Tryweryn
of the three of them.
Second run – all go down well, a few near misses here
and there which earns a concern look from Lee, the day is
good – good weather, water and river… what more.
Somehow Simon feels much better, Chris has disappeared, and Kate is taking photos, and forgets her camera.
Thankfully a nice guy drops it back in her boat.
Towards the end, we are all surprised to see Chris catching up, all asking where on Earth he was – stop to have
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a nap at the car park, or went to find
another sheep? Who knows. It’s time again
for Bala, straight for it, this time escorted by
Chris – the others are down there already for
the photos, and rescue. No repeat of the mistake, not trying to get in the eddy just above.
Chris suggests keeping river right and aiming
for the end of the tree, but being careful of
a little rock sticking out. Ok let’s go. Bounce
bounce in the rapid and damn it, go straight
on the little rock, end up backwards and pass
the falls backwards… to finish capsizing at
the bottom… dough. Still quite good fun.
Again, once joined the other sharing to the
days event. Duncan maned up, Gerb supermaned up rolling in the middle of the falls,
and Dave sheeped up rescuing one from the
river.
“An enjoyable introduction to whitewater,
provided someone with appropriate experience joins you” – that is indeed an excellent way to put it, thanks to everybody that
looked after us.
A brilliant week end of white water. Hope
everyone enjoyed as much as I did.
And thank you Simon for the organisation…

words: Ludo Letourneur
pictures: Kate Howell & Simon Knox
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The Plan
You know this royal wedding? Well it means that there
are two four-day weekends in a row, which means for the
cost of three days annual leave we can have an eleven day
holiday. Anyone want to go paddling?
How could we not? So after a little guidebook research
I came up with a suggestion: “How about heading to Cevennes?”
In theory the prevailing weather should be damp at this
time of year and there should be plenty of grade four rivers
to entertain us. Of course none of us had been there before
either, so it would be a new experience for us as well.

The weather forecast. It looked great in the run up to us
leaving Blighty. Unfortunately somehow whilst we were in
transit it changed from a week of deluges to a day of drizzle
due the day after we arrived.
The prevailing conditions. So focused on the forecast for
the week we were going to be in Cevennes, we somehow
forgot to look at what the weather had been like in the
weeks leading up to our arrival. On arriving we noticed the
ground appeared dry, arid even, and after a quick chat with
the locals we realised it hadn’t rained for several months.
A couple of brief reconnaissance trips to local rivers confirmed it: the rivers were dry.

Maybe tomorrow, I’ll want to settle down

With four cars all leaving home at different times, involving wildly different travel times and routes, a backup plan
took a little while to be sorted out. We’d originally said that
if the Cevennes was no good we’d head up to Val Sesia in
Italy, a known quantity and personal favourite of mine. Unfortunately our spies on the ground there said it was a little dry as well, although rain was scheduled for later in the
week.

A couple of planning blunders contributed to a less than
stellar start to our trip:

A quick look at a map had us convinced that the best way
to Val Sesia was via Briancon, where we hoped we’d find

Fast forward several months and ten of us were set to
head off towards southern France. The weather forecast
was predicting a week of rain ahead and the ferries were on
time, what could go wrong?

CHASING THE
WATER
words + pictures: Simon Knox

KCC tours Europe hunting rivers to run, doing its part for
international relations and oil company profits in the
process…
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some of the classic
French Alp rivers running.
So on the Saturday morning (36 hours after my car had
left Dover) the last vehicle of our group arrived, shattered
due to the overnight drive. When we told them we’d
scouted all the rivers and they were dry so we’d being
heading to Briancon the look on their faces immediately
told a million words. Taking the hint we allowed them a
couple of hours sleep in our already pitched tents before
heading off.
Several hours later and we were in the Durance Valley.
The spark of cheerfulness at the sight of some water in
the river was being dulled by the realisation that finding
an open campsite on Easter weekend in France was slim.
Eventually we crashed on a municipal campsite in Enbrun,
complete with gravel pitches and no working facilities.
The team was not happy.

Until tomorrow, I’ll just keep moving on
Sunday, three days after we’d left home and no boating
had been done. Things were looking grim, and due to the
lack of facilities at our camp site so were we.
Still, we were buoyed by the fact that there was river in
the Durance and spurred on by this we headed up the
Guil valley.
Somewhat depressed by the lack of paddling activity
so far, the sight of water in the river, though a little on the
low side, instigated a quick decision to run the Chateau
TRASHER Q1 2011

Queyras gorge as a warm up. With a little trepidation
(last time I ran the CQ I had an out of boat experience)
half of our group sailed down without incident. In fact we
enjoyed it so much we immediately did it again, this time
with the remainder of our team joining us.
Elated after finally getting on the water we immediately
decided to bash down the Middle Guil despite the fact it
looked a little low from the road. We shouldn’t have worried; once again we’d been fooled by the phenomenon
that is shrinkavision. There was plenty of water to float
us down: in fact there was enough to upset a couple of
members of our team and part them from their kayaks!
We’d solved the problem of not paddling, however we
still had to find somewhere habitable to stay that night.
Fortunately our contingent of students and semi-retired
gentleman came up trumps locating a fantastic mountainside camp site just down the road.

Down this road that never seems to end
With a day of paddling and a decent night’s sleep under our belts we decided to drive over the mountain pass
and investigate the internet rumours that suggested the
Ubaye was running at a decent level.
I’ve always driven up the Ubaye Valley and it was a bit
of an eye opener driving down it, especially the fact there
was a section of river above the race course section that I
didn’t know existed.
Martyn had run the section from Fresquiere before and
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suggested it could be a little ‘sporty’. After a little discussion and reading of the guidebook Doug, Nick, Fred,
Martyn and I got on to what was indeed a ‘sporty’ start.
So much so in fact that both Fred and Nick decided it was
too much for them and walked off.
Martyn, Doug and I carried on cautiously eddy-hopping
our way down until we came around a corner to find a
large set of rapids complete with a German paddler sitting on a rock in the middle of the river. Beneath him the
end of his boat protruded from a siphon that apparently
had tried to swallow him as well!
One quick rescue later we’d extracted both boat and
paddler (his friends were on the far bank and seemed not
to know how best to rescue him) and our new friend was
offering us both beer and allegedly his wife! This may have
been a mistake in our translation. Either way we were feeling rather good and pleased that we’d attended a White
Water Safety & Rescue course just a few weeks earlier.
Finishing off this section quickly we arrived at the top of
the Race Course section where we met up with the rest
of our group and carried on down. A much more gentle
section of river followed, one that was great fun for the
entire group.

Where new adventure lies just around
the bend
That evening Dave, Martyn and I did a little exploratory
work, scouting out some other rivers for the next day. Unfortunately all the rivers we looked at were a little on the
low side. Once again resorting to internet rumours and
a little bit of blind faith we returned to the campsite and
informed everyone else that we’d be leaving in the morning and heading to Italy...
The Aosta Valley; where the Mont Blanc tunnel opens
into Italy and the Dora Baltea flows, or so we hoped. Dave
and Fred mentioned they’d been there before, 18 years
previously, but for the rest of us it would be a new experience.
The weather in Aosta was sunny and hot. Ideal for what
was a river allegedly fuelled by snowmelt. We hopped on
the Dora Baltea at Montbarden and bashed down to La
Salle. Disappointingly it was a little scrappy, but the Italian
version of Lyn Brianne at the end and the sight of Doug
paddling down a drainage pipe made up for this.
Not to be deterred Martyn convinced Dave, Nick and I
to try the section above, from Pre-St Didier back to Montbardon. Fantastic! We actually got on the Dora di Verney
and paddled a short section of grade 4 low volume boulder garden before it joined with the Dora di Veny to form
the Dora Baltea. Here the volume picked up to form a fast
flowing big volume alpine run. A river of two halves indeed! Grinning, we met up with the others at the camp
TRASHER Q1 2011
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site they’d located in the shadow of Mont Blanc.
Next day we decided that there wasn’t going to be enough
water for the lower sections of the Dora Baltea. So after introducing the rest of the team to the section we’d paddled
the previous evening we drove to look at the gorge section
lower down the valley where, we reasoned, the narrow part
of the river should be more navigable in these conditions.
Low though it was, the Dora Baltea Gorge was extremely
scenic which made up for the lack of whitewater thrills. Up
until the point where we encountered an inflatable barrage
where all the water was extracted for a hydro scheme. A
painful scrape followed.

So if you want to drive me for a while
At this point we decided it was time to move on again.
This time to Val Sesia which one of my favourite destinations. Although levels were supposed to be low the weather forecast was predicting rain. So three hours later we were
at campsite number four!
Arriving at a damp Campertogno we received the traditional warm welcome from Alberto and quickly settled

into the bar. Eventually
though we resigned ourselves to the inevitable and went
out into the rain to pitch our tents.
One pizza, several beers and a night’s sleep in a thankfully
watertight tent later it was the Dave’s, Martyn and my pleasure to introduce everyone else to paddling in Val Sesia. And
where better to start than a quick bash down the Egua.
Of course this was the Egua: 2km of steep and rocky low
volume river with multiple drops, slots, slides and blind
spots. Therefore a quick blast took 4 ½ hours! Even though
everyone was exhausted from scrambling around rocks for
all the inspections, it was unanimously agreed that it was
fun.
Next day the night’s rain had brought up the main Sesia
river so we decided to paddle from Piode down. Accompanied by an Italian paddler we met at the get-in a we had
a great cruisy grade three paddle. This was only marred by
the fact that I misread the map and we paddled twice as far
as thought we were going to, oops!
Despite this Martyn, Doug, Andreas (or Italian friend) and I
headed in to the Sesia Gorge for a further few km paddling.
A more difficult and committing paddle than the section
we had just paddled, we cautiously set off
and were immediately terrified by Doug
stylishly missing an eddy and careering over
the first drop backwards and upside down!
Fortunately a quick roll meant he caught an
eddy before disappearing over the second
drop. One portage involving a little climbing
and rope work later, we emerged from the
gorge quite satisfied with ourselves. Even
Andreas was impressed, it turns out he’d
never paddled this section before.
That night we dined on five courses of fine
Italian food.
Our final morning was spent on the Lower Surmenza where we were joined by Lee
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Royle and some of his college pals. An excellent run
was had culminating in a fantastic gorge section full of
drops and boofing ledges. Despite a few swimmers I think
we all agreed that this was one of the best rivers we’d run
on our trip.

Just grab your hat, come travel light,
that’s hobo style.
And then it was over. All that was left was a dash through
Switzerland, a drunken overnight stop in Germany and a
final push across France before catching the ferry home.
So eleven days away, nearly 3000 miles driving, our initial plans dashed and yet we managed to find water. And
good water too. Sure there were a couple of disappointing rivers but for the most part they were excellent. This
from what appeared to be a period of low river levels all
across Europe.
By not booking any accommodation before we left, travelling light and not being
afraid to move around we turned what could
have been a disappointing trip in to a success.
Who says I never learnt anything from children’s television?
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SAFETY
FIRST
This last weekend I attended an Advanced White Water Safety
& Rescue course up in North Wales. Booked through by Tom
Parker and coached by Chris Eastabrook. It’s a while since I’ve
done one of these and the BCU have expanded the old one
from one to two separate courses since then. The advanced
course is billed as follows.
This new 2 day course is designed for those working in
steeper and harsher environments than the WWSR above
caters for – 5* paddlers, Coaches or just those folks into their
steep stuff. Drawing from reflection on incidents worldwide,
the course helps equip you to cope with advanced river environments.
The first day was spent on the Trywerryn and the second in
the Aberglaslyn Gorge. Over the weekend we refreshed old
skills and learnt new ones; paddling, communication, swimming and rope work. This was all aimed towards reaching
the afternoon of the Sunday where we practised applying
the techniques we’d been learning in realistic scenarios on
the river.
As I said it been a while since I did one of these courses, to
long, and it was good to refresh my memory, learn new skills
and practice. If there where to things that I feel I took away
from the weekend it was that:

a) There’s no one approach to anything and thinking
through the various pros and cons of different tools and
techniques before an incident occurs is the key to being prepared. And what seems like the best approach in one place
on a particular day might not be at a different time in a different place, don’t assume there’s an identi-kit solution or approach to safety.
b) Practice. Two days after the course everything is clear
and fresh in my mind. In a months time I’m sure it’ll of faded
a little and in a years time… Whether it’s hitting your mark

first time with a throw line or making sure you can remember how to rig a z-drag first time requires practising now and
again.
It was a great, if exhausting, weekend. A very useful and
well delivered course that I can recommend to anyone who’s
paddling white water.
Simon Knox

ALPENISSIMO
2010
words: Dave Surman
pictures: Simon Knox

PHASE 2 OF THE SURMANATOR’S TRIO OF ALPINE
EXTRAVAGANZAS TO MARK THE END OF THE 2010
INTERNATIONAL BUS PASS TOUR SEASON
UEA HELLO KITTY TOUR June 2010
Yeah well. This was always gonna be the source of much
mirth. The ole bus passer wth a loada stoodentz!! It was
great, even if my bedtime was earlier than the rest (but no
Ovaltine n carper slippers). River levels had come down but
were still higher than normal for that time of year.
I Easyjetted out to Lyon with the group. We hired cars
and met up with the Sethwagen which had miraculously
transported boats and camping gear. My own personal
tent had even been erected for me by the time we arrived
at the campsite at L`Argentiere in the Durance Valley.
We had some solid boaters, but also affair number of
Alpine Virginistas. Warm ups on the slalom site had resulted in some long swims and boat chases so the next
couple of days the Virginistas strutted their stuff on the
Argentiere to Rabioux, Lower Guil to Embrun and Upper
Guisane. An impressive tally of OBE`s bruises and the odd
boat remodelling occurred. In between these excursions
the more solid runners grabbed several exhilarating runs of
the short but dramatic Briancon Gorge which was running
at a good level and involved an interesting extrication of
Tom Watson`s boat.
Five of us also had a fantastic run down the Lower Guisane,
which was significantly higher than I`d done it before. It also
involved a dramatic boat chase into the last eddy before the
second bigging up. We also beat the Loughborough students on this river-UEA Survivors 5, Loughborough 1.
We grabbed a run for all on the Lower Claree, which is not
Seth`s favourite river, ads well as the Gyronde.
Finally myself, Seth and Charlie grabbed a full on run down
the roller coaster ride provided by the Onde.
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LONELY GOATHERD TOUR REVISITED
(AUSTRIA) July
And so to the final tranche of the Alpine trilogy. The
Fredwagen left the UK with myself, Fred, Simon K and
Andy N. We headed to our old haunt of the campsite at
the end of the Sana at Landeck, except that it is no longer a campsite. We stayed in one of the chalets on the site.
Here we met up again with the trusty Sethwagen that
was still going strong after Seth`s two month European
Tour. Seth had picked up Doug Aquaman after his flight
from Stockholm. By the time we arrived, Seth and Doug
were hours into their Swedish liqueur and duty free tasting extravaganza, in fact Doug had withdrawn from the
contest and was snoring for England.
There had been a considerable amount of rain and we
decided to have a warm up with a little run down the
Sana. It was certainly at a higher level than I remember
it from the last time I ran it in 2005. The monumental
floods later that year had, we had heard, swept away the
first corner rapid. Pians Rapid in town was, however, still
very much there. This was the site of the Great Surmanator Meltown (GSM)!! Okay, so I goofed!! I went over at
the top of the first rapid of the first river on the first day. I
goofed the roll, swam in on a long shallow rapid and just
by the bank, hit a rock with mu ankle. The others chased
my boat, so after I recovered, I had to walk off the best
part of 3Ks. It was painful but I thought I had just bruised
it badly. I hitched a lift back to the campsite where I met
up with the others.
The next day I reckoned I could sit in a boat so joined
the others as we ran the Imsterschluct. More commonly

known as the Imst-Haiming section of the Inn. Big volume
bouncy waves. Having convinced myself I could still roll,
we ten went onto the Oetztalleacheschluct (cool name,
huh?) otherwise known as the Lower Oetz. It was low but
still kinda fun!!
The following day was to be my day of reckoning. We
went over the border into Bavaria to run the smaller volume Rissbach and Loisach. It was awet miserable day, my
leg wasn`t feeling too good so I decided to chill in a cowshed café and drink coffee whilst the others ran the river.
By the time they returned I was bored so decided to jump
on the Loisach with them.
Just afew yards into the run we had a mandatory tree
portage. The rest of the river was good, quite tight and
technical but not overtly hard.
Doug Aquaman had a couple of OBE`s The last one involved a group effort to unpin his boat by me live baiting
Seth as he and the others freed the boat. It worked. Doug
decidedto walk off.
By the time we finished my leg had definitely ballooned
up so we decided that prapz I`d better get checked out at
ahospital. Seth offered to take me to Innsbruck in his van
on the way back to Landeck.
But then we spotted a restaurant doing All You Can Eat
Ribs for 9Euros. Wow!!
It would be rude not take advantage of the opportunity.
We therefore meated ourselves up, which was just as well
considering how I was going to be spending the next nine
days.
Driving through Garmisch-Partenkirschken on the way
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to Innsbruck we noticed a sign to the Klinikum. On walking through the door I said to Seth, “I`ve never broken
anything”. A few minutes later I was being told that I was
staying in hospital, and needed an operation to pin my
ankle.
Seth decided he would overnight in his van in the hospital car park and visit the following day. I was operated
on three days later and enjoyed visits from the rest of the
posse. As well as getting to visit me they got to visit the
All You Can Eat Ribs as well as repeat runs on the Loisach.
What more could a dude want? Mind you the day after
the excesses of the Stadtfest the visit did resemble a Mafia style visit with our shade wearing dudes looked and
sounded extremely worse for wear. I was gutted at missing the Stadtfest but judging by the dancing and stage
diving that occurred, don`t think it would have done my
ankle much good.
Fraid I can`t comment on the rest of the paddling as I
was confined to hospital until four days after the others
returned.
I got the VIP treatment on my repatriation by Easyjet
and I`m certainly glad I took my European Health Card
and had good activity travel insurance.
Ah well maybe make the Stadtfest again next year.
Dave Surman
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